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https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84645355794?pwd=ZmlrQ2UvZHpNR
0Uwbkx1MFY2RnVqZz09
Meeting ID: 846 4535 5794
Passcode: 850326
Call in number: (669) 900-9128
Written Public Comment may also be submitted to Jackie Guevarra
by Sunday, May 22, 2022 (received by 4:00 p.m.):
jguevarra@bos.lacounty.gov
*Any information received from the public by Sunday, May 22, 2022 at
4:00 p.m. will become part of the official meeting record.

Chairs Emeriti
J. Shawn Landres, Ph.D.
Rodney C. Gibson, Ph.D.
Edward T. McIntyre
Maxwell Billieon
Viggo Butler
Nancy G. Harris
Huasha Liu
Yasmine-Imani McMorrin
William B. Parent
Jeffrey Jorge Penichet
Dion Rambo
Will Wright
Executive Director
Jackie T. Guevarra, CPA

MEETING AGENDA
1. Call to Order…....……………………………..Commissioner McIntyre
2. Approval of the February 28, 2022, Meeting Minutes
3. Presentation of Productivity Investment Fund (PIF) proposals (for
discussion and possible action) and Fund Balance Report, as of Fiscal
Year 2021-22, 4th Quarter………………………Commissioner McIntyre
•

22.13 – Public Health, for DPH Disease Defense Force, $267,250
Grant. PIB Advisory Committee recommends $162,250 Grant

•

22.14 – Human Resources, for Building Competencies in
LGBTQ+ Awareness and SOGIE Data Collection, $100,000 Grant.
PIB Advisory Committee recommends $100,000 Grant.

•

22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade, $500,000 Grant. PIB
Advisory Committee recommends $500,000 Grant
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•

22.11 - Chief Executive Office (Return to the PIB), Los Angeles County Real Estate
Management System (LACREMS), $750,000 Grant. PIB Advisory Committee had
recommended $750,000 Grant.

4. Review of 2021 PIF Annual and Final Reports
5. Discussion and matters not on the Posted Agenda – to be presented and placed on a
future agenda.
6. Public Comment (3 minutes for each speaker)
7. Adjournment
LOBBYIST REGISTRATION
Any person who seeks support or endorsement from the Commission on any official action may be subject to the
provisions of Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.160 relating to lobbyists. Violation of the lobbyist ordinance may
result in a fine and other penalties. For more information, call (213) 974-1093.
ACCOMMODATIONS
Accommodations, American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, or assisted listening devices are available with at least
3-business days’ notice before the meeting date. Agendas in Braille and/or alternate formats are available upon
request. Please telephone (213) 974-1431 (voice) or (213) 974-1707 (TDD), from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Supporting documentation can be obtained at the Quality and Productivity Commission Office, 565 Kenneth Hahn
Hall of Administration, 500 West Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012 or jguevarra@bos.lacounty.gov.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Commission meetings are open to the public. A member of the public may address the Commission on any Agenda
item. In addition, during the General Public Comment item on the agenda, a member of the public has the right to
address the Commission on items of interest that are not on the agenda but are within the subject matter jurisdiction
of the Commission. A request to address the Commission must be submitted to Commission Staff prior to the item
being called. Comments are limited to a total of six (6) minutes per speaker per meeting, at up to two (2) minutes per
item. The Commission may further limit public input on any item, based on the number of people requesting to speak
and the business of the Commission.
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
February 28, 2022 at 10 a.m.
Virtual Meeting
Call in number: (669) 900-9128
Meeting ID: 875 3045 7623
Passcode: 789404
************************************************************************
THE FOLLOWING COMMISSIONERS WERE PRESENT
(TAKEN BY ROLL CALL):
PRESENT:
Edward McIntyre, Chair
William R. Wright, Vice Chair
Maxwell Billieon
Viggo Butler
Rodney Gibson
William B. Parent
Jeffrey J. Penichet
ABSENT
Huasha Liu
Productivity Investment Board Advisory Committee
Susan Linschoten, Chair, PIB Advisory Committee
CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting of the Productivity Investment Board
(PIB) to order at 10:03 a.m.
ATTENDANCE (ROLL CALL)
Commissioner McIntyre welcomed everyone to the virtual
Productivity Investment Board (PIB) meeting. He introduced
Commissioners Maxwell Billieon and William Parent as new
members to the PIB. He asked Jackie Guevarra, Executive
Director, to take roll call of Commissioners in attendance:
In Attendance:
Maxwell Billieon, Viggo Butler, Rodney
Gibson, Edward McIntyre, William Parent, and William Wright
Absent:
Huasha Liu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Commissioner McIntyre noted that the meeting is being recorded
and is subject to the requirements of the Ralph M. Brown Act and
AB 361. On September 28, 2021, the Board of Supervisors
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(Board) reported that the Board and commissions, task forces, committees, etc., which
were either created by the Board, or were created at the Board's direction, and are subject
to the Brown Act, will continue to meet via teleconferencing, in compliance with AB 361,
while we are under a state of emergency, and while state and local officials continue to
recommend measures to promote social distancing. On January 11, 2022, the Board
elected to continue meeting under AB 361.
The Board will reconsider the circumstances of the state of emergency to determine
whether teleconferencing should continue every 30 days, as required by the law. As such,
the Commission will continue “to meet via teleconferencing” in compliance with AB 361 until
such time as deemed otherwise by the Board.
Members of the public were also given the opportunity to send their comments and
questions to the Executive Director by February 27, 2022, 4:00 p.m. No written comments
were received.
He announced that members of the public can send their questions or comments to Jackie
Guevarra during the meeting via email at jguevarra@bos.lacounty.gov. They can also
speak on an item during the meeting. The public is asked to inform Jackie Guevarra via
email or via the chat feature on the item they have a comment on during the meeting. Each
speaker will be given 3 minutes. Any information received before and during the meeting
will become part of the official meeting record. He also announced that the opportunity to
speak and vote on the agenda items will be taken by roll call.
APPROVAL OF NOVEMBER 15, 2021 MINUTES
Commissioner Gibson moved approve the November 15, 2021, seconded by
Commissioner Wright. The minutes were unanimously approved (taken by roll call).
Nos:
Yes:
Abstain:

None
Commissioners Billieon, Butler, Gibson, McIntyre, Parent, Penichet and
Wright
None

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND (PIF) PROPOSALS (FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022,
3rd QUARTER)
Commissioner McIntyre reported there are three proposals for approval before the PIB
for the 3rd Quarter of Fiscal Year 2021-2022. Before hearing the proposals, he reported
that the Productivity Investment Fund (PIF) fund balance as of December 31, 2021, is
$6,054,500. The three projects before the PIB total $1,206,200. If all projects are
approved, the revised fund balance would be $4,848,300.
22.12 – Public Health, for Home Visiting Integration Project (H-VIP), $181,200 Grant.
Deborah Allen, Linda Aragon, Diana Careaga, Avi Goldenberg, Sarran Vidyakumar, and
Catherine Mak were in attendance to support the proposal. Deborah Allen and Avi
Goldenberg presented and spoke on the project.
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The grant would be used to hire a project coordinator and technical consultant to
enhance Los Angeles County’s network of pregnancy-through-early childhood home
visiting programs, which are hampered by disparate data systems in place across
program models. A PowerPoint presentation accompanied the Department’s remarks.
Susan Linschoten, Chair of the PIB Advisory Committee (Committee), reported the
Committee provided the following questions and recommendation to the Department:
1) add a slide with the ask at the beginning of the presentation; 2) specify under
question #1 of the application what the funds will be used for (e.g., contract with a
project coordinator, technician consultant, etc.); 3) add a slide with a workflow char; 4)
after the ask, lead in with what the coordinator will do (e.g., exploratory/foundation
building) and what data integration will do; 5) emphasize retiring disparate system that
does this now; 6) highlight some of the programs; 7) highlight in the presentation and
application that the department will return to the PIB in the future for the next phase of
the project; 8) ensure the application is written in plain language/laymen’s terms; and 8)
ensure all acronyms are spelled out and do a spell check. The Committee recommends
a $181,200 Grant.
After discussion and questions, Commissioner Penichet made a motion to approve a
$181,200 grant. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Parent and unanimously
approved (taken by roll call).
Nos:
Yes:
Abstain:

None
Commissioners Billieon, Butler, Gibson, McIntyre, Parent, Penichet and
Wright
None

Commissioner Parent will present the project at the Quality and Productivity
Commission meeting on Monday, March 14, 2022.
22.9 – Human Resources, for Situational Judgement Test (SJT), $275,000 Grant.
Lisa Garrett, Pamela Missett, Jeremiah McFarland, Johan Julin, Joshua Brandt, Rodney
Collins, Roozan Zarifian, Leslie Foxvog and Molly Gonzalez were in attendance to
support the proposal. Lisa Garrett and Jeremiah McFarland presented and spoke on
the project.
The grant would be used to purchase an online system to administer Situational
Judgment Tests, replacing subjective hiring methods such as interviews. A PowerPoint
presentation accompanied the Department’s remarks.
Susan Linschoten reported that the Committee provided the following questions and
recommendation to the Department: 1) move the ask to the top of your PowerPoint; 2)
add slide with potential costs savings (situational vs. in-person interviews) and statistic
of success rate; 3) indicate whether it will be used Countywide or the Department will be
billing departments for its use; 4) be ready to answer how they department will work with
candidates who do not have access to a computer/Wi-Fi; 5) explain how the
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Department will know the correct person is taking the test; 6) add a customer
satisfaction metric; and 7) be ready to answer whether the Department explored existing
testing service alternatives that do the same in other departments or other Counties.
The Committee recommends a $275,000 Grant.
After discussion and questions, Commissioner Billieon made a motion to approve a
$275,000 grant. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Gibson and approved by
the following vote (taken by roll call):
Nos:
Yes:
Absent:

None
Commissioners Billieon, Butler, Gibson, McIntyre, Parent, Penichet and
Wright
None

Commissioner Billieon will present the project at the Quality and Productivity
Commission meeting on Monday, March 14, 2022.
Commissioner Billieon stepped away from the meeting after voting on this item.
22.11 – Chief Executive Office, for Los Angeles County Real Estate Management
System (LACREMS), $750,000 Grant.
Before proceeding with the presentation, Commissioner McIntyre announced a vendor
name (Yardi) was disclosed in the project application. The Commission has a very strict
policy against disclosing any vendor names on an application or presentation due to to
a possible conflict of interest with Commissioners. He asked Commissioners to declare
whether they have a conflict of interest with Yardi before discussions begin.
Hearing no conflicts of interest (actual or implied) from the Commissioners, the
presentation began.
Joe Nicchitta, John Cooke, Dean Aardema, Jeff Chua, Dean Lehman, Fadi Zeini,
Erlinda Bernardo, and Melissa Tarver were in attendance to support the proposal. Joe
Nicchitta and Jeff Chua presented and spoke on the project.
The grant would be used to partially offset costs associated with the implementation of a
Software as a Service (SaaS) solution for a new and comprehensive property
management system, LACREMS, that will be accessible to all County departments. A
PowerPoint presentation accompanied the Department’s remarks.
Susan Linschoten reported that the Committee provided the following questions and
recommendation to the Department: 1) move the ask up front on the PowerPoint; 2)
have a slide that shows potential time savings or a workflow that shows Chief Executive
Office (CEO), and the Department of Beaches and Harbors current processes and how
this system will significantly improve it, include savings such as late fees, penalties, etc.;
3) explain more clearly the problems with the two different systems; 4) remove
reference to Yardi on the PowerPoint and page 2 in the application; 5) remove
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reference to estimated profit of $86,000 (may consider loan vs. grant if there are
revenue/profits; 6) strengthen the metrics/quality; 7) explain and emphasize more
clearly how the impact of COVID-19 on departmental budgets lead the CEO to defray
the cost to departments, but emphasize that the CEO is funding the majority of the
project ($12 million); and 8) prepare a response on ongoing cost after the system is fully
implemented. The Committee recommended a $750,000 Grant.
After discussion and questions, Commissioner McIntyre made a motion to table the
project for a $750,000 grant until the next PIB meeting on Monday, May 23, 2022. The
Department was also asked to remove the vendor’s name from the application, review
their project and come back to the PIB with an updated proposal. Also, speak with
Commission staff to discuss the proposal. The motion was seconded by Commissioner
Butler and approved by the following vote (taken by roll call):
Nos:
Yes:
Abstain:

Commissioners Billieon and Wright
Commissioners Butler, Gibson, McIntyre, Parent and Penichet
None

DISCUSSION AND MATTERS NOT ON THE POSTED AGENDA (TO BE
PRESENTED AND PLACED ON A FUTURE AGENDA)
Commissioner Gibson requested that Jackie Guevarra, Executive Director, Quality and
Productivity Commission, schedule a special PIB Meeting to discuss the project with the
CEO.
PUBLIC COMMENT
None
ADJOURNMENT
Commissioner Penichet moved to adjourn the meeting at 12:35 p.m., seconded by
Commissioner Gibson. The next PIB meeting will be on Monday, May 23, 2022, at 10
a.m.
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The Department of Health Se ,vices (DHS) is pleased to offer its
support for the Productivity Investment Fund (PIF) grant proposal
submitted by the Department of Public Health (DPH) entitled DPH
Disease Defense Force. This project will upgrade andl improve the
employee health seivices provid ed to DPH employees.
In 2018, DHS assisted DPH in joining onto the Onlirne Real-Time
Com pu terized Health lnfonnation Database ( ORCHID) to modernize
the health information infrastructure and to improve the Quality of care
provided to Los Angeles County (LA County) patients. DH$ has
recently identified a new software that integrates DH $' Employee
Health Seivices (EH$) with the Countywide Timekeeping and Payroll
Personnel System (CW-TAPP$), the California Immunization Registry
(CAIR2), Port-A-Count Frt-Testing, and provides an employee portal to
facilitate EH$ seivices to LA County employees. This software
appears to be a good fit for DP H and will increase the productivity of
services provided to its employees. DHS is pleased to continue our
collaboration with our sister departments.
This proposal outlines the ease with which LA County employees can
seamlessly transfer from DPH to DH$ and vice versa. When DPH
subscribes to the same software, the need to re-evaluate each
employee's health compliance and vaccination record will be
eliminated, thus freeing our employees to wor1< on other meaningful
duties. This software meets LA County's strategic goal Strategy 111.2
"Embrace digital government for the benefit or our intemal customers
and communities.• Therefore, we fully support this DPH PIF grant
proposal.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input. Please I.et us know if
you have any Questions.
CG:cm
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
HEADQUARTERS
KENNETH HAHN HALL OF ADMINISTRATION
500 W. TEMPLE STREET, ROOM 579 • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012
(213) 974-2406 • FAX (213) 621-0387

LISA M. GARRETT

BRANCH OFFICE
510 S. VERMONT AVENUE, I 2rn FLOOR• LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90020
(213) 866-5846 • FAX (213) 637-0821

DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

May 17, 2022

Commissioner Nichelle Henderson, Chair
Quality and Productivity Commission
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 W. Temple Street, Room 565
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Commissioner Henderson:
SUPPORT OF DPH PIF GRANT PROPOSAL

On behalf of the Department of Human Resources (OHR), I am pleased to provide our
support for the Productivity Investment Fund (PIF) grant proposal submitted by the
Department of Public Health (DPH). The DPH Disease Defense Force project will
significantly improve the quality and efficiency of the health services provided to DPH
employees by DPH Employee Health Services (EHS).
The requested new software will continuously update compliance for each DPH employee
with mandated communicable disease health safeguards set by the California
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA) and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). I understand that other renowned government entities are
using the new software at both the federal and state levels, as well as private
organizations and the County of Los Angeles Department of Health Services (OHS).
During the COVID pandemic, OHR has dedicated its efforts to accommodate the needs
of County workers by expanding work policies that placed top priority and value on the
health, mental well-being, and safety of our employees. We are pleased to join forces
with DPH to upgrade its DPH EHS software and facilitate the process of ensuring that its
workforce is in full compliance with Cal-OSHA and CDC. Further, the knowledge that
safeguards are in place to eliminate possible disease transmission within our workforce
and to the public we serve demonstrates that the County has the best interest of its
residents at all DPH and community locations.
The new software will ensure that DPH is prepared to deploy its employees to control the
spread of infectious diseases expeditiously.

To Enrich Lives Through Effective and Caring Service
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide input. Should you have any questions, please
contact me or Molly Gonzalez, Principal Analyst, at (213) 974-1528 or
mgonzalez@hr.lacounty.gov.

Director of Personnel
LMG:PAM:CH
RZ:LF:CM
S:\DHRSec\_AS\PIF\2022\Support Letters - DPH
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County of Los Angeles Quallty and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Department:

Last Undated: August 3 2021

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (DPH)
Project Name:

Date: May 23, 2022

DPH DISEASE DEFENSE FORCE

PURPOSE OF FUNDING (50 words). Describe how the PIF funding will be used.

This request is for $267,250 to fund the implementation and maintenance of software that
captures required health information on 7,000 DPH employees. This system will ensure that
DPH remains in compliance with California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal
OSHA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) mandated health standards.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT, INCLUDING BENEFITS (300 words).
potential multi-departmental or countywide adaptation.

Describe benefits and

DPH Employee Health Services (EHS) is responsible for providing health screening services to
meet health standards set by Cal-OSHA and the CDC to all its 7,000 employees. These
standards were set to ensure that DPH employees are free of diseases that could be transmitted
to others and to ensure that employees are immune to vaccine preventable diseases. EHS
currently uses paper-based employee health records that are then documented in a privately
owned software system that does not interface with other information systems. EHS does not
have access to Countywide Timekeeping and Payroll Personnel System (CW-TAPPS), now
known as "eHR". "eHR" maintains a current file of each County employee's name, supervisor,
and employment status. Without access to eHR, EHS must contact each supervisor to verify
employment status, discuss compliance issues, �nd to inform the supervisor that the employee
is cleared for field duties.
EHS is also responsible for ensuring that employees who need to be rapidly deployed to control
outbreaks are properly fitted for respiratory protective equipment (N95 masks). The fit-testing
equipment used to determine the correct N95 mask is not currently integrated with the electronic
health record. Currently, fit-testing records, vaccine records, and EHS appointments must be
retrieved individually. The proposed software will interface with each of these systems and
provide summary reports that will track the health services provided by EHS and evaluate the
compliance of all DPH employees.
The benefits of the proposed project will include:
• Linkages to CW-TAPPS/eHR- Contains information on Active/Inactive status of DPH
employees
• Integration with the quantitative fit-testing equipment
• Interface with the California Immunization Registry (CAIR2) - Vaccine Records
• Access Compliance and Measure Performance of EHS- Auditing and Summary Reports
• Interface with Online Real-Time Computerized Health Information Database (ORCHID)
and Public Health Laboratory
• Access to Employee Portal- DPH employees can request EHS services

Page
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County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: Auaust 3 2021

EVALUATION/PERFORMANCE MEASURES. (300 words) Describe what specific outcomes
are to be achieved and how the project will enhance quality and/or productivity.
The proposed software will improve quality and productivity in DPH with the following
Performance Measures:
•

Linkage to CW-TAPPS/eHR will permit EHS to accurately count, track, and record the
supervision for all DPH employees. Summary reports on compliance, auditing, and
quality can be readily produced from the information contained in the proposed software.

•

Interface to Occupational Health Program (OHP) for clearance of new DPH employees The OHP physician will provide online clearance for evaluation and fit-testing to EHS, in
lieu of the current paper-based clearance process. This online clearance will reduce the
time required to begin the evaluation process for new DPH employees. This online
process will improve the overall productivity of onboarding new DPH employees.

•

Functional interface between the proposed software to ORCHID and the Public Health
Laboratory - will markedly reduce the personnel costs required for the completion of
paper-based lab reports and reduce the time associated with uploading these records
into the current electronic health record.

•

Interface with California Immunization Registry (CAIR2) will allow EHS to track vaccines
administered to DPH employees by EHS and other providers, eliminating the necessity
for employees to present paper-based records which are subject to inaccuracy.

•

Linkage to quantitative fit-testing for EHS to rapidly assess which employees have been
fit-tested for the correct N95 masks and are cleared for field investigative assignments.

•

Data migration from the current private-owned software to the proposed software will
occur seamlessly through an upload of all employee health records. This migration will
mean that inefficient manual processes will be eliminated.

•

Employee Portal will provide DPH employees with access to EHS records. Employees
will be able to review their EHS records and schedule EHS appointments online.

...
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Amount Reaues1ed;

.Ian

GmDI
S287.2SO

Imi!l
$287,250

Cost Analysis S1n1ma,y. Attach detail for A and B, Including staff, equipment, supplles, etc.
Implementation
Period
A. · Annual Cost of Cu-rent Process:
B.

Estimated Annual Coat of Proposal:

C.

$109,750
$109,750

Savings (B minus A)
F

Fiscal Year
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26

Quarter

Date

Amount

1st
1st.
1st
1st

September 1, 2022
July 1, 2023
July 1, 2024
July 1, 2025

$109,750
$ 52,500
$ 52,500
$ 52,500

Quahty and Productivity Manager(Print and Sign)
Call1111fflm Mak, MBA

Project
:tHL1

Project
Ynr.2

Project
�

0
$52,500
$52,500

0
$52,500
$52,500

0
$52,500
$52,500

Purpose
Contract & Initiation Fees
Maintenance Fees
Maintenance Fees
Maintenance Fees

Project Manager (Print and Sign)

Maxine E. LJgglns, MD, MPH

� f. �

Telephone Number
(213) 458-3867
E-mail
M!wna@ph.lacounty.gov

(213) 288-7240
E-mail
CMek@ph.lacounty.goy
Oepartmanl CIO/IT Manager (Print and Sign)
Robert Ota, Acting CIO

/Lai

0 re

..��,

BuclgeVFlnance Manager (Print and Sign)
Claudia Valenzuela
��
(323) 914-7858
E-mail
CValenzuela@ph.lacolunty.gov

Telephone Number
(323) 659-6507
E-mall
BOla@Pb-lacounty.gov
Department Head (Print and Sign)

Barbara Ferrer, PhD, MPH, MEd

Telephone Number
213-288-8117

��

E-maD
BFen::,r@phJacounty,ooy

- Original Signatures Required ..
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County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
QUESTIONS
1. Has this proposal been submitted before for a Productivity Investment Fund loan or
grant? Yes____

No__..........
x __

If so, when (date)?
2. Was this proposal included in the department's current budget request?
Yes

No_X_

If no, why not?

The costs associated with the DPH-COVID response have constrained non-COVID funding
requests. This proposed software is an infrastructure project that is not consistent with the
commitment to fund community projects. An RFP process would not be appropriate for a
competitive bidding process to solicit bids when we have already conducted an exhaustive
search for a software solution that meets our EHS needs.

3. How many years will it take for the loan to be paid back (3 years maximum without
special approval)? Where will the funds come from to repay the loan?
N/A, this is a request for a Productivity Investment Fund Grant.

Hard Dollar Savings

Cost Avoidance

Revenue Generation

Other (please explain)

X

Discuss potential for revenue increase, service enhancement, future cost avoidance
and/or cost savings. Does it reduce net County cost?
The proposed project will substantially reduce potential liability and costs to the County by
decreasing and/or eliminating the disease transmission risks posed by non-complaint DPH
employees. The system will notify DPH EHS that new employees have been hired, when
Occupational Health Program has cleared these employees for DPH EHS evaluation and fit
testing, and that an EHS appointment can be scheduled. The proposed system will
automatically send a notification to the employee and the corresponding supervisor that an
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PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
EHS visit is mandated. The system will also notify the supervisor when the employee has
been cleared to perform field investigations. Similarly, the system advises EHS when
employees no longer require evaluations, have transferred or retired, and when they are
non-compliant. The state of overall readiness of the DPH workforce would be continually
updated with an accurate count and work status for all DPH staff members.
A notable feature of the proposed software is that manufacturer's notifications contained in
the system may potentially reduce liability for the County for employee injuries from N95
masks that have been recalled or discontinued. Reports generated in the system will alert
EHS which users have been fit-tested to N95 masks that have been recalled for safety
reasons. The users of these recalled masks will immediately be fit-tested for new masks.
The warehouse will also be informed that the recalled masks should be returned for a
reimbursement to the County. With the current paper-based system, a chart review of all
EHS records is required to determine which masks have been fitted to each employee
before EHS can notify these employees that their masks have been recalled. The
automated search for specific mask users can be completed in minutes as opposed to a
hand count that would require many hours of EHS employees' time.

4. (300 words) How does this proposal extend, amplify, or complement existing cross
County best and shared practices (including, if applicable, technology or
sustainability practices, and equity impact - whom does this benefit and/or
burden); describe the proposed solution in terms of its innovative use of
technologies to achieve desired business outcomes, and/or Department strategic
goals and objectives?
The proposed web-based software interfaces with existing technologies to improve the
productivity of DPH by combining four existing systems into one database that
will house all employee health records. The new software provides a portal for
communication between employees and EHS staff. EHS staff will be able to quickly
provide information to employees (lab results and Release of Information Requests) with
the aim of improving health outcomes for DPH employees. Finally, EHS staff will no longer
be required to complete such time-consuming tasks as uploading documents into the
existing electronic health record software and placing copies of lab reports from ORCHID
into medical charts and thus, improving the overall efficiency of EHS services. The time
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savings from eliminating these tasks will improve productivity and will decrease associated
personnel costs to perform these tasks.
The proposed project establishes an interface with the California Immunization Registry
(CAIR2) for DPH EHS. Access to CAIR2 allows EHS nurses to verify that DPH employees
have received these vaccines through a quick review of the information contained in CAIR2
while eliminating the need to have our employees bring their paper vaccine records. Since
the employee portal can be accessed at work or home, employees will always have access
to their EHS charts. Electronic access to health information is a health equity issue for
workers who might not have computers at home, or who would potentially require proof of
vaccination for purposes of participating in other non-work activities or school attendance.
This software serves to decrease the information divide that exists between high and low
wage health care workers. And lastly, the software will also contain a checklist for EHS
employees to ensure that requests from DPH employees are logged, tracked, and resolved
in a timely and organized manner which improves EHS productivity.
5. (150 words) Is the proposal a pilot project? If so, what are the conditions for further
expansion or development?
This is not a pilot project, but rather an upgrade and modernization to existing County
systems. This software would replace the current paper-based system that no longer meets
the needs of DPH EHS. The proposed software is a recognized employee health software
that is currently used by other large private and public healthcare organizations in California
and nationally. The same software is currently being implemented in the Los Angeles
County Department of Health Services (OHS) as the preferred EHS database. The
advantage to using the same software is that a seamless database of employee health
records will be created for both departments. It is common for employees to begin working in
DPH or OHS and then to transfer between departments. The use of this proposed system
would reduce the costs of initial screening exams for employees who transfer between
departments and eliminate duplicate vaccine administrations to employees.
6. (300 words) Toward which current County objectives will this project maximize and
leverage resources and/or drive innovation and operational effectiveness. What
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current County processes or functions will be eliminated or streamlined via
productivity enhancements and/or quality improvements?
This project is consistent with the objective of Los Angeles County is to "realize tomorrow's
government today". This software will improve access to EHS services for all DPH
employees and will enhance EHS services with consistent and transparent electronic health
record standards that facilitate input from employees and supervisors. Both supervisors and
employees would be empowered with access to information on EHS health evaluation
status and compliance.
The project is innovative in that it maximizes, integrates and streamlines existing systems to
improve the overall quality of services delivered in EHS. The need to generate summary
data on the vaccine status for all DPH health care staff members who may be deployed in
the event of an outbreak has been an organizational challenge that calls for an innovative
solution. This specific software generates summary data that will permit DPH to rapidly
deploy its staff to immediately conduct field investigations. The ability to rapidly deploy the
DPH workforce is forward-thinking and consistent with realizing "tomorrow's government
today".
Another County objective is to "make investments that transform lives." The investment in
this software will transform DPH EHS into an efficient and nimble health service that will
serve as a model for other EHS departments throughout California. The elimination of slow
and time-consuming paper-based record systems in EHS will improve the productivity and
on-boarding of new and existing DPH employees. Improvements in EHS software systems
stand to transform the data quality and expand the capacity of DPH to respond to
emergencies with a well-prepared and healthy workforce. Improving the quality of DPH data
collection on employee health will ultimately improve the reputation of DPH among its
employees, in the community, and with other health care partners.

7. (300 words) Does this proposal relate to a specific Countywide Strategic Plan goal?
If yes, please explain.
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Yes, this project relates to Goal 111.23 of the Countywide Strategic Plan "to prioritize and
implement technology initiatives that enhance service delivery and increase efficiency," as
the proposed software will improve the overall quality and efficiency of the EHS services
provided to DPH employees. It will guarantee that technology is used to automate, expedite,
and ensure accountability for all DPH employees and for the staff in DPH EHS.
The technology that is currently in use does not provide information in a timely manner when
new employees require EHS evaluations. The risk associated with the failure to notify DPH
EHS that new employees require evaluation is that DPH will not be able to readily investigate
and control the spread of communicable diseases in Los Angeles County and that DPH will
miss opportunities to prevent and control communicable diseases.
The continual use of inefficient technologies that fail to detect non-compliance affects the
morale of the DPH workforce and weakens the trust among dedicated employees. The trust
of DPH employees and the public is strengthened when DPH adopts state of the art
technology that replaces inefficient systems with systems that improve overall quality. The
proposed upgraded software would expedite service and reduce gaps in service delivery.

8. (150 words) Does this proposal enhance the County image and/or improve
relationships with the County's constituents? Please explain.
This software proposal would improve the County's image in that it would allow the County
to account for the vaccine status of all DPH employees. Accounting for the vaccine status of
all departmental employees would ensure that our employees are held to the same high
standards that DPH and the State of California have set for other health providers. This
system would improve the transparency of DPH and set an example for other health care
employers. Implementation and maintenance of the proposed system would also mean that
OHS and DPH would be using the same system, and this cost savings also improves the
image of the County as a fiscally responsible entity.

9. (150 words) How might this proposal promote interdepartmental cooperation
including, if applicable, data sharing and program design?
Page
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The Los Angeles County Department of Health Services (DHS) has recently purchased the
same software and is in the process of implementing this software. DHS has indicated that
this software would meet the needs of the DPH EHS and that it would interface with eHR,
CAIR2, quantitative fit-testing equipment, and contains a web-based employee portal for
DPH employees to complete EHS activities. This software would facilitate the transfer of
information between departments, minimize the need for employees to travel to the EHS
office, and further enhance interdepartmental collaboration.
DPH stands to benefit from DHS's experience in testing the feasibility of the new software.
DPH has the added confidence that DPH and DHS will be working in sync for employees
transferring from one department to the other. In addition, DPH will leverage the experience
of DHS in implementing this software within Los Angeles County.
10. (150 words) Where did the original idea for this project come from?
The original idea for the project came when both DHS and DPH were searching for a
software to improve the productivity, efficiency, and readiness of both departmental EHS
units in preparation for large numbers of field investigations and emergencies evaluations.
The paper-based records did not allow each department to respond quickly when
information was needed on vaccine, fit-testing status, and health data on large number of
employees. DPH and DHS have previously worked together to implement the Online Real
Time Computerized Health Information Database (ORCHID) as the patient electronic health
record for patient care services in DPH (2018) and in EHS. Since 2018, both departments
have searched for an optimal EHS software system. It is our shared belief that it is
advantageous for both departments to use the same software for EHS services to create
uniformity in the future.

11. When will the funds be needed? Please indicate the amount needed by fiscal year
and quarter:
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2022-23

2023-24

1st Quarter$ 109,750

1 st Quarter$ 52,500

2 nd Quarter$

2 nd Quarter$

3rd Quarter$

3rd Quarter$

4th Quarter$

4t h

2024-25

2025-26

1st Quarter$ 52,500

1 st Quarter$ 52,500

2 nd Quarter$----

2 nd Quarter$ ---

3 rd

3 rd

Quarter$---

4th

Quarter$---

4th

Quarter$----

Quarter$----

Quarter$

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
KEY MILESTONES

START DATE

FUNDS NEEDED

FUNDS REPAID

(Majo r steps in t he project
d evelopment)

(Estimated date fo r eac h
project step)

(Amount and quarter funds
will be nee ded)

(Amount and quarter funds
will be repaid)

Complete contract
and initiation fee

September 1, 2022

$109,750

N/A

Build & Link DPH
EHS Software

December 1, 2022

$

0

N/A

Implementation &
Testing of DPH EHS

January 1, 2023

$

0

N/A

Go Live

February 1, 2023

$

0

N/A

Annual Subscription
Fees

July 1, 2023

$ 52,500

N/A

Annual Subscription
Fees

July 1, 2024

$ 52,500

N/A

Annual Subscription
Fees

July 1, 2025

$ 52,500

N/A
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LINE ITEM BUDGET DETAIL
(Work with your Budget Analyst)

Services and Supplies
List all services and supplies here
(a) Total services and supplies

$ 267,250

Other Charges
List all other charges here
(b) Total other charges

$

0

$

0

Fixed Assets
List all equipment's and other fixed assets here
(c) Total fixed assets

TOTAL COSTS

$ 267,250
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
HEADQUARTERS
KENNETH HAHN HALL OF ADMINISTRATION
500 W. TEMPLE STREET, ROOM 579 • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012
(213) 974-2406 • FAX (213) 621-0387
BRANCH OFFICE
3333 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90010
(213) 738-2211 • FAX (213) 637-0821

LISA M. GARRETT
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

May 16, 2022

To:

Edward T. McIntyre, Chair
Productivity Investment Board
Quality and Productivity Commission

From:

Lisa M. Garrett
Director of Personnel

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND GRANT PROPOSAL – BUILDING
COMPETENCIES IN LGBTQ+ AWARENESS AND SOGIE DATA COLLECTION
Thank you for your time and consideration of our Productivity Investment Fund Grant
Proposal.
The Department of Human Resources (DHR) is requesting a $100,000 grant to develop
curriculums and provide training and resources to build County employee Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer/Questioning (LGBTQ+) awareness and improve
methodologies for collecting Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression (SOGIE)
data. The SOGIE data movement has proven successful for various Federal agencies
and local government entities who have found collecting such information difficult.
When collecting SOGIE information from LGBTQ+ individuals, many fear reprisal and
methodologies used. They also assume lack of acceptance from County employees and
departments. Changing these concerns requires competency training with data collection
methodologies that emphasize confidentiality.
Many employees and departments lack awareness and expertise on how to properly
implement SOGIE data collection procedures and protocols. This project will teach
employees how to respectfully ask survey questions from LGBTQ+ individuals and
acertain data that shows greater granularity to better undertand issues confronting
LGBTQ+ individuals.
DHR is committed to building a County workforce that is enabled and empowered to
conduct itself with the highest degree of professionalism and competence. Although these
trainings are for County employees and departments, they will ultimately benefit Los
Angeles County residents.
To Enrich Lives Through Effective and Caring Service

22.14 – Human Resources, for Building Competencies in
LGBTQ+ Awareness and SOGIE Data Collection

Edward T. McIntyre, Chair
May 16, 2022
Page 2

This proposal was included in DHR’s 2022-23 budget request.
Should you have any questions, please contact me or Leslie Foxvog, Administrative
Deputy, at (213) 974-2515 or LFoxvog@hr.lacounty.gov, or Molly Gonzalez, Principal
Analyst, at (213) 974-1528 or mgonzalez@hr.lacounty.gov.
Sincerely,
“SIGNATURE ON FILE”
LISA M. GARRETT
Director of Personnel
LMG:PAM
RC:MG:tc
c: Executive Office (Jackie T. Guevarra, Laura Perez)
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(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Uodated: Auaust 3, 2021

Department:
Project Name:

Department of Human Resources (OHR)

I

Date:

April 1, 2022

Build ing Co mpetencies in LGBTQ+ Awareness and SOGIE Data Collection

(LGBTQ = Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans gender, Queer/Questionirg); (SOGI E = Sexua Orientation and Genoor ldentty and Gender Expression)

PURPOSE OF FUNDING (50 words). Describe how the PIFfundinq will be used.

Fund ing will support DHR's ability to develop curriculums and provide training and resources to build
County employee LGBTQ+ awareness and improve methodologies for collecting SOGIE data. Improved
metho dologies will vary based on population served providing a better understanding of the needs of
LGBTQ+ ind iv iduals for more inclusive decis ion making.

SUMMARY OF PROJECT, INCLUDING BENEFITS (300 words).
countywide adaptation.

Describe benefits and potential multi-departmental or

Reporting SOGIE information is difficult. LGBTQ+ individuals fear reprisal and methodologies used and
assume lack of acceptance from County employees and departments. Changing these concerns requires
competency training with data collection methodologies that emphasize confidentiality. Currently, these
types of trainings are not supported countywide. OHR needs to develop LGBTQ+ awareness and
competency training in SOGIE data collection methods that ensure sensitivity and privacy of employees,
clients, and constituents' information.
Phase 1: Curriculum Development: OHR will retain SOGIE data collection experts and consult with
County departments to establish critical and foundational knowledge and skills needed. The ins ight
gained will form the basis of training content and instructional materials.

Phase 2: Training: There will be 24 trainings to cohorts over 12 months in FY 2022-23. Two courses will
be offered: LGBTQ+ awareness and SOGIE data collection competency. Departments will be trained
quarterly. A cohort for trainers will assist centralized and departmental trainers to deliver future trainings.
Phase 3: Website Content Development: OHR will develop a repos itory of resources on LGBTQ+
awareness and SOGIE data collection.
Project benefits:
•
•

Better data quality for the County: Development and collection of data to help with setting
priorities and funding decisions.

Improved service delivery: Training staff to understand and listen to the LGBTQ+ community
will yield better programs and services. The Human Rights Campaign Foundation noted, "failure
to include sexual orientation and gender identity in surveys that collect demographic data brings
about very real and dire consequences for LGBTQ Americans. LGBTQ Americans remain largely
invisible to ... officials who make decis ions that directly affect their health, safety, and wellbeing."
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(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: Au11ust 3 2021

•

Promotion of inclusion: T rainings will move the County towards promoting a culture aware and
inclusive of all identities.

•

Available in-house expertise: Departments will be equipped with trainings on an ongoing basis
to ensure continuous capacity building.

EVALUATION/PERFORMANCE MEASURES. (300 words\ Describe what specific outcomes are to be achieved and how the
proiect will enhance quality and/or productivity.

The foll owing evaluation/pffformance measures will be used:
Level 1: Participant Feedback- assessment of the conduct of the training, content, materials used, and
app licability of knowledge gained. A post-course evaluation will be administered to assess knowledge
gained by participants.
Level 2: Operational Impact - a yc.:ir after training implementation, a survey or focus group discussions
will be conducted across departments to evaluate any changes in two business practices (SOGIE data
collection and utilization) resulting from competencies developed under the training program. The survey
or focus group discussions will look at modifications in data collection and utilization, adjustments made
to programs and/or delivery of client services, etc.

Is this an Information Technology project? If yes, please obtain
endorsement and sign off from your department's CIO/IT manager and
answer question 5 on page3 below.

D Yes

181 No

0

Amount Requested:

Loan

Grant

$100.000.00

Total

$100,000

N/A

Cost Analysis Summary. Attach detail for A and B, including staff, equipment, supplies, etc.
Implementation
Period
A.

Annual Cost of Current Process:

B.

Estimated Annual Cost of Proposal:

C.

Savings (B minus A)

Project
Year1

Project
Year2

Project
Year3

$100,000.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Funds Flow Summary: Indicate the amount of funds needed during implementation by period (fiscal year and quarter}

Funds will be needed in FY 2022-2023, Quarter 1.
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(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Quality and P roductivity Manager (Print and Sign)

Molly Gur1L.c::1h::iL.
Principal Analyst Molly

Telephone Number

(213) 974-1528

E-mail

Gonzalez

Last U dated: Au ust 3, 2021

Digitally signed by Molly

Gon:z.alcz

Data: 2 022.03.31
1n1:01-0roo·

Project Manager (Print and Sign)

Tina Cuny
P rincipal Analyst
Telephone Number

(213) 738-2374

.

Tina Curry

tc urry@hr. lacounty.gov

Department CIO/IT Manager (Print and Sign)
N/A

Budget/Finance Manager (Print and Sign)

Elyson Raudez
D epartmental Finance Manager II

Telephone Number

(213) 893-7817

Department Head (Print and Sign)

g�;:;;2022.03.31
13:21:56 -07'00'

E-mail

mqonzalez@hr. la::ounty.gov

Lisa M. Garrett
Direc tor of Personnel

Digitally signed by Tina

Elyson
Ra LI deZ

E-mail
ERaudez@hr.lacounty.gov
Telephone Number

Digitally signed by Elyson
Raudez
Date: 2022.03.31
13:40:39 -07'00'

(213) 974-2406

E-1rn:1il
1garrett@hr.lacounty.gov

** Original Signatures Required **
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QUESTIONS
1. Has this proposal been submitted before for a Productivity Investment Fund loan or
No

grant? Yes____
If so, when (date)?

X

NIA

2. Was this proposal included in the department's current budget request?
Yes

X

No____

If no, why not?

3. How many years will it take for the loan to be paid back (3 years maximum without
special approval)? Where will the funds come from to repay the loan? NIA
Hard Dollar Savings

Cost Avoidance

Revenue Generation

Other {please explain)

4. Discuss potential for revenue increase, service enhancement, future cost avoidance
and/or cost savings. Does it reduce net County cost?
The Building Competencies in LGBTQ+ Awareness and SOGIE Data Collection project will enhance
County services. The current lack of SOGIE data and information has delayed how the Board of
Supervisors, and many constituent facing departments, have been able to provide necessary
customized policies, programs, and services to those individuals with specific needs. Training
emplo yees to collect SOGIE data and advancing the data the County can collect, will provide greater
understanding of our current services and reach. It will also help the County better identify our service
impacts and gaps. There will be no impact to net County cost.

5. (300 words)

How does this proposal extend, amplify, or complement existing cross

County best and shared practices (including, if applicable, technology or
sustainability practices, and equity impact - whom does this benefit and/or burden);
describe the proposed solution in terms of its innovative use of technologies to
achieve desired business outcomes, and/or Department strategic goals and
objectives?
The proposed training program strengthens the County's commitment to maintaining a diverse,
equitable, inclusive and respectful work environment; advances the County's goal to make
investments that transform lives; and directly exemplifies the County mission to establish superior
Page4
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services through inter-Departmental and cross-sector collaboration that measurably improves the
quality of life for the people and communities of Los Angeles County. Additionally, it complements
efforts currently being undertaken by the Anti-Racism, Diversity, and Inclusion Initiative (ARDI) under
the CEO.
The training will benen employees and departments that provide direct services to County
constituents, e.g., the Departments of Children and Family Services (DCFS), Health Services, Mental
Health, P robation, Public Health, Public Social Services, and Workforce Development, Aging, and
Community Services. These departments provide services to broader populations that are inclus ive
of the LGBTQ+ c ommunity and LGBTQ+ youth. While some of these departments routinely gather
SOGIE information, DCFS is the only Department to offer SOGIE data collection training to its
employees. DCFS' LGBTQ+ Toolkit Training is offered in-person to departmental employees who
have undergone the Los Angeles LGBT Center's RISE training. This training, however, is very
specific to DCFS' line of work. Other departments do not have in-house expertise in gathering and
managing SOGIE information.
Although the training will benefit Cuunly 1:ml1,Jloyees and depa1trnents, it will strongly benefit Los
Angeles County conslilut:inls, lhe communities and individuals served by County programs through
the increased data employees will be able to gather.

6. (150 words) Is the proposal a pilot project? If so, what are the conditions for further
expansion or development?
The proposed project is not a pilot; however, it is the first time OHR and many other departments are
attempting to implement the advancement of SOGIE data collection. Since legislation and new
policies around this work have been implemented, there are many employees and departments that
lack awareness and expertise on how to properly implement SOGIE data collection procedures and
protocols.

7. (300 words) Toward which current County objectives will this project maximize and
leverage resources and/or drive innovation and operational effectiveness. What
current County processes or functions will be eliminated or streamlined via
productivity enhancements and/or quality improvements?
The proposed training aims to push/drive the County's equity and inclusion agenda deeper into all
aspects of County work, e.g., in how we communicate with each other, how we provide our services
to clients, how we harness our resources to benefit our communities, etc. Improving competencies on
LGBTQ+ issues and SOGIE data collection will lead us to rethink some of the ways we do our
business. If we can learn how to respectfully ask survey questions from LGBTQ+ individuals, if we
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can drill into data that shows greater granularity when we look into our diversity, if we <.:c::1111.Je rnade
more aware of the issues confronting minority/marginalized groups, we would be in a better position
to design and deliver programs to all individuals that we have committed to serving and in the way
they are in need of our service. OHR envisions to keep on building a County workforce that is
enabled and empowered to conduct itself with the highest degree of professionalism and
competence, and we believe the best way to do that is to know, truly know, the individuals being
served and their needs.

8. (300 words) Does this proposal relate to a specific Countywide Strategic Plan goal?
If yes, please explain.
The proposal advances the County's goal (I) to make investments that transform lives. This proposed
training is an investment into our County's workforce, our employees, and our departments' services.
This investment can be transformative for both employees and constituents. As mentioned in
responses above, the proposed training program strengthens the County's commitment to
maintaining a diverse and respectful workforce; and directly exemplifies the County mission to
establish superior services through inter-Departmental and cross-sector collaboration that
measurably improves the quality of life for the people and communities of Lo s Angeles County.
Additionally, it complements efforts currently being undertaken by the Anti-Racism, Diversity, and
Inclusion Initiative (ARDI) under the CEO.

9. (150 words) Does this proposal enhance the County image and/or improve
relationships with the County's constituents? Please explain.
The proposal will enhance the County's image and improve relationships with County constituents.
Being able to provide trainings, build in-house expertise, and potentially ta ilor County programs to
meet the needs of our community offer positive impacts and a substantially great opportunity to
improve the county's image. Regarding our constituents, the county will be able to better serve our
constituents with any tailored policies, programs, or initiatives that come forward from better
understanding the demographic breakdo.,vns of those individuals currently utilizing County services.

10. (150 words) How might this proposal promote interdepartmental cooperation
including, if applicable, data sharing and program design?
Thi s proposal will promote interdepartmental cooperation. It will allow departments, or give
departments a chance, to learn from each other. Having cohorts thattrain together will allow
information sharing, impact sharing, and the ability to share problems or gaps that various
departments have already identified in doing this work. Many county departments are at d ifferent
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stages when 1t comes to SOGIE data collection Implementation and LGBTQ+ understanding. OHR
will try to combine the cohorts with departments that are at different stages in their implementation
processes. This will create opportunities for departments to learn from one another during the training
process, during the implementation process, and during the building of any protocols they'd like to put
in place.

11. (150 words) Where did the original idea for this project come from?
This idea originally came from DHR's research while developing a feasibility report for a board
motion. The board motion was developed after new legislation was put in place by the state of
California in 2020. In all the research conducted by OHR, best practice to accomplish greater results
in SOGIE data collection has been shown to come from employees being very knowledgeable about
why this data is so important, being confident and discreet in its collection, and having tools to
properly request this data from the constituents they serve without being offensive.

12. When will the funds be needed? Please indicate the amount needed by fiscal year
and quarter:
2019-20

2021-22

1st Quarter$----2nd Quarter$----

1 st Quarter $---

2nd Quarter$---

2022-23

2023-24

1st Quarter $100,000

1 st Quarter$--2nd Quarter$---

3rd Quarter$----4th Quarter$
-----

2nd Quarter$---3rd Quarter$---4th Quarter$----

3rd Quarter$--4th Quarter$
---

3rd Quarter$---

4th Quarter$
---
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
KEY MILESTONES

START DATE

FUNDS NEEDED

FUNDS REPAID

(Major steps in the project
lleveluµ111eI11)

(Estimated date for each
project step)

(Amount and quarter funds
will be needed)

(Amount and quarterfunds
will be repaid)

Procurement Agreement in
Place.

July 2022

SOGIEData Collection
Resource Website - Go Live

August2022

Training implementation

August- October2022

$100,000 - FY22-23, Q1
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22.14 – Human Resources, for Building Competencies in
LGBTQ+ Awareness and SOGIE Data Collection
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
LINE ITEM BUDGET DETAIL
(Work with your Budget Analyst)

Services and Supplies
List all services and supplies here:
1. Curriculum Development
2. Training Facilitation - Training facilitation includes a total of24 trainings over 12-month period
co vering two separate topics (SOGIE data collection and LGBTQ+ content).
3. Website Content Development

(a) Total services and supplies

$100,000

Other Charges
List all other charges here
(b) Total other charges

$0

Fixed Assets
List all equipments and other fixed assets here
(c) Total fixed assets

TOTAL COSTS (a+b+c)

$0
$100,000
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los angeles county museum of art
5905 wilshire boulevard
los angeles california 90036

Michael govan
ceo/wallis annenberg director
t 323 857 6001
f 323 857 6148

March 31, 2022
Commissioner Nichelle Henderson
Chair, Quality and Productivity Commission
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street, Suite 565
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Ms. Henderson,
I am writing on behalf of the staff and Board of Trustees of the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) to respectfully request
a $500,000 grant from the Productivity Investment Fund to support
the upgrade of the Lighting Control System (LCS) for the museum's
entire west campus. Over the past few years, core components of
the current LCS have become obsolete and the system is no longer
supported by the vendor. Thus, our staff has developed very
inefficient workflows to execute and manage the complex lighting
plans required by our exhibitions, events, and programs. While
this affects staff productivity, it also impacts the visitor
experience as we are no longer able to titrate lighting
conditions as specifically as our exhibitions require. Perhaps
most importantly, this has long-term effects on the care of
LACMA's collection, one of the County's most valuable resources.
Certain types of artwork, such as photographs and works on paper,
require very specific lighting levels. Our current LCS is no
longer flexible enough to provide these varying lighting
conditions in a single gallery.
Though LACMA has budgeted for a smaller-scale upgrade of the
current system, costs have escalated substantially, and we now
recognize the need to make a more significant longer-term
investment. The proposed LCS would seamlessly integrate the needs
of specialty lighting, including gallery lighting for exhibition
and design programs, time-based media, live performance, and
special events, while also providing a robust and user-friendly
architectural control of facility lighting. With this proposed
system, now the industry standard, LACMA would join other museums
and performing arts venues in using a system that utilizes
innovative technology and provides flexibility and scalability as
the needs of the museum evolve. It will also help us to attract
top talent as most lighting designers and technicians are now
well-versed in this newer technology.

^

los angeles county museum of art

While lighting is a behind-the-scenes element of our exhibition
design and experience, it is also one of the most important and
has the ability to dramatically change the way visitors see the
artworks on view. This project would bring LACMA in line with
best practices in museum design and collections care while also
promoting energy efficiency and sustainability. We remain
grateful for the Commission's support of some of LACMA's most
important endeavors, and would welcome the opportunity to work
with the QPC again to make a much-needed upgrade to our campus.
I look forward to discussing this project further, but please do
not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Michael Govan

22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

Department: Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(LACMA)

Date: April 1, 2022

Project Name: West Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
PURPOSE OF FUNDING (50 words). Describe how the PIF funding will be used.
LACMA requests a $500,000 grant to upgrade the Lighting Control System (LCS) for
the museum’s west campus. To increase efficiencies at the museum and better serve
County constituents, a PIF grant would enable LACMA to replace the components
essential for systems management with state-of-the-art products that better support the
lighting needs of exhibitions, programs, and campus facilities.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT, INCLUDING BENEFITS (300 words). Describe benefits
and potential multi-departmental or countywide adaptation.
LACMA requests the QPC’s partnership to replace the existing lighting control server,
processors, and stations responsible for the west side of the museum’s 20-acre
campus, including the Broad Contemporary Art Museum (BCAM) and the Lynda and
Stewart Resnick Exhibition Pavilion, both typically used for temporary exhibitions, as
well as outdoor architectural lighting and the Pritzker Parking Garage. The current west
campus lighting system is outdated, inefficient, and receives limited vendor support. By
upgrading to a state-of-the-art system, LACMA can better preserve and protect its
diverse, 147,000-object collection, one of the County's greatest cultural assets, improve
the viewing experience for its audience, and create efficiencies for staff. The future LCS
will provide innovative lighting control capabilities for our galleries, architecture, and
facilities while helping to meet the light level requirements for art conservation and
achieve our energy reduction goals.
Through the project, we have the opportunity to work with a preferred vendor – now the
industry standard for entertainment lighting controls utilized across museums, event
spaces, and performing arts venues across the world – to build the proposed lighting
system from the ground up. To that end, LACMA will deploy an LCS that seamlessly
integrates the needs of gallery lighting for exhibitions, time-based media (including
video, slide, film, audio, or computer technologies), live performance, and special
events. The advancements made possible by the upgrade will benefit staff across the
museum as well as L.A. County residents, which represent over 60% of the museum’s
visitors. Additionally, developing a more efficient LCS will serve as a model for others
seeking expertise and best practices from this project, notably the Natural History
Museum, as it moves forward with the NHM Commons project and the redesigned La
Brea Tar Pits and Museum.
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

EVALUATION/PERFORMANCE MEASURES. (300 words) Describe what specific
outcomes are to be achieved and how the project will enhance quality and/or
productivity.
LACMA expects that the proposed LCS will help the museum achieve the following
outcomes:
● Enhanced control of collection’s exposure to light
● Increased dimming options to permit more finely-tuned light levels for sensitive
artworks while maintaining or improving visual clarity for LACMA audiences
● Greater capacity for staff to monitor and record accurate light exposure for works
of art
● Improved efficiency and accuracy through automation and remote control of
lighting changes
● Enhanced efficiency by customizing lighting programming in-house
● Increased internal capacity to troubleshoot equipment and software needs
● Lifetime vendor support and an assurance that products will not become obsolete
● Flexibility and expandability as needs change
LACMA will use the following performance measures to evaluate the project’s impact on
quality and productivity:
● Tracking energy usage
● System error reports
● Visitor and staff surveys
● Tracking event revenue
As the museum embarks on this next step in its evolution, an investment from the
Commission would have long-term impacts and significantly improve the museum’s
efficiency and effectiveness in serving L.A. County constituents.
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

Is this an Information Technology project? If yes,
please obtain endorsement and sign off from your
department’s CIO/IT manager and answer question
5 on page 3 below.

Amount Requested:
Loan

Grant
$500,000

Total
$500,000

☐ Yes ☑ No ☐ N/A
Cost Analysis Summary. Attach detail for A and B, including staff, equipment, supplies, etc.
Implementation
Period

Project
Year 1

Project
Year 2

Project
Year 3

A. Annual Cost of Current Process:
B. Estimated Annual Cost of
Proposal:
C. Savings (B minus A)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
Funds Flow Summary: Indicate the amount of funds needed during implementation by
period (fiscal year and quarter)
Fiscal Year 2022–23, Q1: $163,548
Fiscal Year 2022–23, Q2: $336,452
Quality and Productivity Manager (Print and
Sign)

Project Manager (Print and Sign)

Ann Rowland, Chief Financial Officer
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Jean-Pascal (JP) Coutelen, Assistant VP of
Facilities
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Telephone Number: 323.857.6142
E-mail: arowland@lacma.org

Telephone Number: 323.857.4725
E-mail: jpcoutelen@lacma.org

Department CIO/IT Manager (Print and Sign)

Budget/Finance Manager (Print and Sign)

LJ Hartman, VP of Facilities & Security
Operations
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Ann Rowland, Chief Financial Officer
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Telephone Number: 323.857.6568
E-mail: ljhartman@lacma.org
Department Head (Print and Sign)

Telephone Number: 323.857.6142
E-mail: arowland@lacma.org

Michael Govan, CEO and Wallis Annenberg Director
SIGNATURE ON FILE
Telephone Number: 323.857.6000
E-mail: mgovan@lacma.org

** Original Signatures Required **
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

QUESTIONS
1. Has this proposal been submitted before for a Productivity Investment Fund loan or
grant? Yes
No
☑
If so, when (date)? N/A
2. Was this proposal included in the department's current budget request?
Yes
No
☑
If no, why not? The museum's County
allocation is fixed by a contract between the County and Museum Associates; this
project is not included in that contract.
3. How many years will it take for the loan to be paid back (3 years maximum without
special approval)? Where will the funds come from to repay the loan? N/A
Hard Dollar Savings
Revenue Generation

Cost Avoidance
Other (please explain)

4. Discuss potential for revenue increase, service enhancement, future cost avoidance
and/or cost savings. Does it reduce net County cost?
While this project does not reduce net County costs or increase revenue directly, an
investment in the LCS upgrade would potentially result in long-term cost savings.
While the current LCS requires an annual service agreement at approximately
$19,000 per year, the vendor for the new LCS components provides lifetime support
and does not deem its products obsolete. Furthermore, the enhanced LCS could
indirectly create cost savings because it allows LACMA to customize the user
interface in-house, making programming more efficient and accurate for all users,
thereby reducing overall staff time dedicated to programming. Additional potential
indirect cost savings includes a decreased need for renting lighting to support a
range of programs and events. Also, LACMA requires that Gallery Lighting
Technicians have at least three years of professional experience using systems
aligned to the proposed solution. Hiring Technicians with experience on this type of
LCS may reduce training time for new users and result in increased productivity.
5. (300 words) How does this proposal extend, amplify, or complement existing crossCounty best and shared practices (including, if applicable, technology or
sustainability practices); describe the proposed solution in terms of its innovative use
of technologies to achieve desired business outcomes, and/or Department strategic
goals and objectives?
While the current LCS is now primarily used in residential and commercial/corporate
lighting applications, the proposed, upgraded system utilizes innovative lighting
technologies used by leading museums, performing arts venues, multi-purpose
arenas, and stadiums across the world, including the Academy Museum of Motion
Pictures (Los Angeles) and the National Museum of African American History and
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

Culture (Washington, DC), to offer dynamic control of lighting. LACMA will work with
the preferred vendor to build the new LSC from the ground up and to deploy the
system in the most sophisticated way possible with performance, reliability, ease of
use, and long-term sustainability in mind. The proposed LCS is capable of fine-tuned
control to govern lighting in the galleries as well as cohesive control of the west
campus facilities. With all lighting needs controlled through an easy-to-navigate and
customizable interface, the improved LSC will make programming lighting design
less time consuming and more accurate. As exhibitions, programming, and events
change, museum staff can readily adjust the lighting schematic as needed. For each
exhibition gallery walls may move, be added or removed, requiring different lighting
zones to be activated. Ultimately, the proposed project will enable the museum to
better care for its collection, offer the greatest capacity for creativity and flexibility in
gallery and lighting design, and share exhibitions with its audience in the most
dynamic capacity.
6. (150 words) Is the proposal a pilot project? If so, what are the conditions for further
expansion or development?
The proposed grant will not support a pilot project.
7. (300 words) Toward which current County objectives will this project maximize and
leverage resources and/or drive innovation and operational effectiveness. What
current County processes or functions will be eliminated or streamlined via
productivity enhancements and/or quality improvements?
The grant would support building an improved LCS that will create operational
efficiencies and will help LACMA reflect L.A.’s elevation as a global capital of arts
and culture. The proposed project will drive innovation while advancing the County’s
objective to foster a cleaner, more efficient, and more resilient energy system.
Toward this goal, LACMA will develop intelligent approaches to sustainability
through increased energy efficiency in its facilities and programming. Additionally,
the upgraded LCS will enable LACMA's Gallery Lighting and Facilities teams to be
more self-sufficient and efficient, requiring less support from the Information
Systems department to troubleshoot equipment and software.
8. (300 words) Does this proposal relate to a specific Countywide Strategic Plan goal?
If yes, please explain.
The proposed project supports the Countywide strategic plan goals to foster vibrant
and resilient communities and realize tomorrow's government today through the
County objectives described above. The proposal improves environmental
sustainability by incorporating energy monitoring and logging, historical reporting,
and power cost calculations. In addition, the LCS upgrade will enhance LACMA’s
ability to attract top talent in the field. As it has become the industry standard,
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

Gallery Lighting Technicians and Designers being recruited by LACMA have years
of professional experience with the proposed LCS interface.
9. (150 words) Does this proposal enhance the County image and/or improve
relationships with the County’s constituents? Please explain.
Conserving art as an expression of humanity and a record of our cultural history is
crucially important, and partnering with LACMA to invest in modern technologies that
preserve these vital resources would enhance the County’s reputation as a forwardthinking leader driving sustainability across its departments. This investment would
benefit an array of exhibitions and programs that reflect the region’s incredible
diversity and demonstrate the County's commitment to making LACMA an even
more dynamic public space for current and future constituents. By underwriting
sustainable lighting improvements that increase efficiency and productivity for the
museum, thereby making our exhibitions, outdoor events, and educational programs
more impactful, the project will support vibrant communities.
10. (150 words) How might this proposal promote interdepartmental cooperation
including, if applicable, data sharing and program design?
The LCS upgrade could potentially benefit the Natural History Museum and the
Department of Arts and Culture, among other County departments charged with
stewarding our cultural heritage and advancing arts, culture, and creativity
throughout L.A. County. To that end, LACMA will share the project methodology,
implementation, and results with cultural heritage institutions and the museum field
as opportunities arise.
11. (150 words) Where did the original idea for this project come from?
LACMA remains committed to developing initiatives that affirm sustainability as one
of the museum’s fundamental values. As core components of the current LCS
became more obsolete, no longer supported by the vendor, and required inefficient
workflows from our staff, it became apparent that we needed to upgrade to the latest
lighting technology in order to optimize the visitor experience and create a suitable
and energy-efficient environment for the care of the collection. A cross-departmental
team at LACMA began exploring the need to improve the current LCS with the
proposed solution that affords increased flexibility, scalability, and sustainability and
will benefit the museum’s operations and visitor experience for years to come. With
the necessary support, LACMA looks forward to being a leader in developing
sustainable practices for the museum field, creating a model for museums
nationwide.
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

12. When will the funds be needed? Please indicate the amount needed by fiscal year
and quarter:
2019-20
1st Quarter $
2nd Quarter $
3rd Quarter $
4th Quarter $

2021-22
1st Quarter $
2nd Quarter $
3rd Quarter $
4th Quarter $

2022-23
1st Quarter $163,548
2nd Quarter $336,452
3rd Quarter $
4th Quarter $

2023-24
1st Quarter $
2nd Quarter $
3rd Quarter $
4th Quarter $
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

KEY MILESTONES

START DATE

FUNDS NEEDED

FUNDS REPAID

(Major steps in the project
development)

(Estimated date for each
project step)

(Amount and quarter funds
will be needed)

(Amount and quarter funds
will be repaid)

Develop Building/Dimmer
Rack/Room/Circuit/Digital
Multiplex (DMX) address
schedule documentation

8/1/2022

$163,548 | 2022–23: 1st
Quarter

Investigate existing control
device conduit pathways

9/12/2022

Generate the package for
review and approval.

10/10/2022

Develop and program all
control parameters for the
new control server,
processors, and touch screen
devices off-site

10/24/2022

Installation of the new control
racks in BCAM/Pritzker
Parking Garage and Resnick

11/14/2022

Procurement and installation
of system interfaces for
dimmer racks control
interfaces

12/5/2022

Remove existing control
devices and pull new control
cables for the new system
devices. Install and terminate
new control devices

12/5/2022

Project Commissioning

5/1/2023

$336,452 | 2022–23: 2nd
Quarter
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), for West
Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade
County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL

LINE ITEM BUDGET DETAIL
(Work with your Budget Analyst)

Services and Supplies
List all services and supplies here
Construction and Installation
Design Fee
Lighting Consultant
(a) Total services and supplies

$177,969
$60,000
$30,000
$267,969

Other Charges
List all other charges here
(b) Total other charges

$0

Fixed Assets
List all equipment and other fixed assets here
Central Control Server
Control Interface & Stations
DMX Processors
Racks and Panels
Touchscreen Stations
Taxes
(c) Total fixed assets

$10,275
$16,439
$147,228
$143,841
$34,933
$33,508
$386,224

TOTAL COSTS (a+b+c)

$654,193
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22.15 – Los Angeles County Museum of
Art (LACMA), for West Campus Lighting
Control System Upgrade

Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA)
West Campus Lighting Control System Upgrade | Budget

LACMA Contribution PIF Grant Request Total Project Costs
Services and Supplies
Construction and Installation

$0

$177,969

$177,969

Design Fee

$0

$60,000

$60,000

Lighting Consultant

$0

$30,000

$30,000

Subtotal Services and Supplies

$0

$267,969

$267,969

Other Charges
None

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,500

$6,775

$10,275

Subtotal Other Charges
Fixed Assets
Equipment
Central Control Server
Control Interface & Stations

$5,185

$11,254

$16,439

DMX Processors

$50,000

$97,228

$147,228

Racks and Panels

$50,000

$93,841

$143,841

Touchscreen Stations

$12,000

$22,933

$34,933

Taxes

$33,508

$0

$33,508

Subtotal Fixed Assets

$154,193

$232,031

$386,224

Total

$154,193

$500,000

$654,193

22.11 - Chief Executive Office Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

County of Los Angeles
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street, Room 713, Los Angeles, California 90012
(213) 974-1101
http://ceo.lacounty.gov

FESAA. DAVENPORT

Board of Supervisors
HILDA L. SOLIS
First District

Chief Executive Officer

HOLLY J. MITCHELL
Second District

January 5, 2022

SHEILA KUEHL
Third District
JANICE HAHN
Fourth District

To:

Jacki Bacharach Chair
Quality and Prod Commission

From:

Fesia A. Davenpo
Chief Executive OfficerTh

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND GRANT PROPOSAL
COUNTY REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

KATHRYN BARGER
Fifth District

—

LOS ANGELES

The Chief Executive Office (CEO) is pleased to submit the attached Productivity
Investment Fund (PIF) proposal to secure $750,000 in grant funding for the successful
implementation of the Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System
(LACREMS).
LACREMS is a new innovative, comprehensive, and productivity-enhancing real estate
management system with enhanced security features, robust reporting, data analytics,
and the capability of interfacing directly with the electronic Countywide Accounting and
Purchasing System (eCAPS).
LACREMS will bring a wide variety of solution, including but not limited to:
• Enhanced tracking of County-owned and leased space;
• Increased transparency as departmental representatives will have system access
including the ability to generate self-service reports relative to their portfolios;
• Integrated contract and payment documents in a single system;
• Dashboards of various workflow processes;
• Increased accountability with customizable system audit trails
• Automatic lessor and lessee notifications of important dates;
• Automated real estate processes, including routine monthly payments and
adjustments;
• An integrated single system that will increase efficiency, improve decision making,
improve reporting and act as a central financial repository for all lease data; and
• A direct interface with eCAPS.
CEO-QPC-PIF Application

-

LACREMS

“To Enrich Lives Through Effective And Caring Seivice”

22.11 - Chief Executive Office Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

Jacki Bacharach, Chair
January 7, 2022
Page 2

Funding through FY 2021-22 has been secured and the CEO is seeking assistance for
anticipated costs in FY 2022-23. FY 2022-23 costs are projected at $1,940,039 and the
CEO is seeking a grant of $750,000 to help offset these costs.
Project costs after January 2023 will come from a combination of redirected internal funds
and user billings. The Auditor-Controller has reviewed the vendor contract and
determined that these costs are fully billable.
Thank you for your consideration of this PIF grant proposal which will allow us to
successfully implement LACREMS that will provide access to all County departments with
leased space to improve and streamline operations and facilitate communication with
County and external stakeholders.
If you have any questions regarding our proposal, please contact Erlinda Bernardo,
Quality and Productivity Manager at (213) 974-1758 or Melissa Tarver, Alternate Quality
and Productivity Manager at (213) 974-3338.
FAD:jac
Attachment
c: Executive Office, Board of Supervisors (Jackie T. Guevarra, Laura Perez)

CEO-QPC-PIF Application - LACREMS

22.11 - Chief Executive Office Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

Department:

CEO Real Estate Dept (CEO RED)

Project Name:

Date:

Revised 4/6/2022

Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

PURPOSE OF FUNDING (50 words). Describe how the PIF funding will be used.

Funds will be used to implement the rollout portion of Phase II of the LACREMS project in FY
2022/23. In Phase II, all County Departments will be able to access LACREMS and pilot the
workflows/reports designed to improve and streamline operations and provide feedback to
finetune the system before Phase III.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT, INCLUDING BENEFITS (300 words).
countywide adaptation.

Describe benefits and potential multi-departmental or

CEO and Department of Beaches and Harbors (DBH), as two of the County’s largest users of
real estate management software, have identified an immediate need to acquire a
comprehensive, innovative, and productivity-enhancing real estate management system with
the capability of interfacing directly with eCAPS. CEO Real Estate and DBH currently use
different processes with some overlapping functions to manage real estate issues, while the
Auditor-Controller uses a series of Microsoft Access databases to help facilitate payments for
the CEO. Existing processes do not interface with eCAPS.
All County leased and owned assets should be maintained within the same system to allow for
streamlining of costs and operational efficiencies. A shared platform across all departments
allows the County to leverage economies of scale to reduce costs associated with acquisition,
licensing, and training; as well as eliminating the costs of system and security upgrades, which
will be borne by the vendor.
The Project will consist of three phases:
Phase I
 Identify system needs
 Select vendor
 Data migration
 Design workflows and reports
Phase II
 Pilot implementation of LACREMS, user tests, and collect feedback
 Rollout and training to all County departments
 Evaluate and implement improvements necessary
Phase III
 Go live with integrated system
 Continuous assessment and evaluation of LACREMS
 Recommendation of renewal or termination of contract
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22.11 - Chief Executive Office Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

EVALUATION/PERFORMANCE MEASURES. (300 words) Describe what specific outcomes are to be achieved and how the
project will enhance quality and/or productivity.

Outcomes
 All County leased and owned assets will be maintained in one enterprise system to
streamline costs and create operational efficiencies.
 All County departments will have system access to assist them with managing their
space. Sharing the same platform produces economies of scale, creates efficiencies,
reduces costs (security, system upgrades, eliminates overlapping systems, etc.), and will
eliminate the need for individual departmental systems.
 Enhanced controls and separation of duties
 With SaaS, the provider upgrades the solution. The costs and effort associated with
upgrades and new releases are borne by the vendor as opposed to buying an upgrade
package and installing it.
 Costs associated with system enhancements for future functionality and data conversion
issues are all expected to be reduced with multiple departments utilizing the same
system.
 Scalability: Easily scale a solution to accommodate changing needs.
LACREMS will enhance quality and productivity of departmental facility management teams by
doing the following:
 Enhancing the tracking of County-owned and leased space.
 Integrating contract and payment documents in a single system.
 Creating dashboards of various workflow processes.
 Automating specific lessor and lessee notifications.
 Automating some real estate processes, including routine monthly payments and CPI
calculations related adjustments.
 Integrating a single system that will increase efficiency and improve decision making.
 Interfacing directly with eCAPS which will reduce workload, improve accuracy, and
enhance reporting.
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22.11 - Chief Executive Office Los Angeles County Real Estate Management System (LACREMS)

County of Los Angeles Quality and Productivity Commission

PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
(Please submit the proposal with a cover letter signed by the department head)
Last Updated: May 1, 2019

Is this an Information Technology project? If yes, please obtain
endorsement and sign off from your department’s CIO/IT manager and
answer question 5 on page 3 below.
Yes

No

Amount Requested:
Loan
0

Grant
750,000

Total
750,000

N/A

Cost Analysis Summary. Attach detail for A and B, including staff, equipment, supplies, etc. PLEASE SEE ATTACHED
Implementation
Period
A.

Cost of Current Process: System Cost

$1,940,039

B.

Estimated Annual Cost of Proposal:

$ 750,000

C.

Savings (B minus A)

($1,190,039)

Project
Year 1

Project
Year 2

Project
Year 3

Funds Flow Summary: Indicate the amount of funds needed during implementation by period (fiscal year and quarter)

2020‐2021
Budget

2021‐2022
Budget

2022‐2023
Budget

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

$
$
$
$

0
0
0
0

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

$
$
$
$

0
0
0
0

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

$ 149,200
$ 600,800
$
0
$
0

Quality and Productivity Manager (Print and Sign)

Project Manager (Print and Sign)

Erlinda Bernardo
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Dean Aardema
SIGNATURE ON FILE

Telephone Number

Telephone Number

213.974.1758

213.893.2471

E-mail
ebernardo@ceo.lacounty.gov

E-mail
daardema@ceo.lacaounty.gov

Department CIO/IT Manager (Print and Sign)

Budget/Finance Manager (Print and Sign)

Kiet Huynh
SIGNATURE ON FILE

John Cooke
SIGNATURE ON FILE

213.974.2648

213.893.2477

Telephone Number

Telephone Number
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Last Updated: May 1, 2019

E-mail
KHuynh@ceo.lacounty.gov
Department Head (Print and Sign)

Fesia Davenport

E-mail
JCooke@ceo.lacounty.gov
Telephone Number

213.974.1101

SIGNATURE ON FILE
E-mail
fdavenport@ceo.lacounty.gov

** Original Signatures Required **
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PRODUCTIVITY INVESTMENT FUND PROPOSAL
QUESTIONS
1. Has this proposal been submitted before for a Productivity Investment Fund loan or
grant? Yes

No

X

If so, when (date)?
2. Was this proposal included in the department's current budget request?
Yes

No

X

If no, why not?

Funding for Phase I was secured per the project Board Letter. Phase II is the testing /
training phase and Departmental billings would begin in Phase III. Fiscal Year 2022-23
expenses are projected to be 1,940,039 and the CEO is seeking a grant of 750,000 to
help ensure the success of Phase II and the larger LACREMS project. With the
successful completion of Phase II LACREMS will become a state-of-the-art Real Estate
System used by all County departments and landlords to create and follow various
processes, maintenance issues while also providing a single reportable database
including all lease related costs.
3. How many years will it take for the loan to be paid back (3 years maximum without
special approval)? Where will the funds come from to repay the loan?
N/A – This is a grant application
Hard Dollar Savings

Cost Avoidance

Revenue Generation

Other (please explain)

4. Discuss potential for revenue increase, service enhancement, future cost avoidance
and/or cost savings. Does it reduce net County cost?
This system will automate real estate processes, including monthly payments, annual
Consumer Price Index (CPI) adjustments and routine lessor/lessee notifications.
LACREMS will also directly interface with eCAPS, which eliminates many of the manual
processes currently in place to process payments and capture data for reporting
purposes. These improvements will not only increase accuracy, transparency,
accountability, and reporting, but will also allow personnel to devote additional time to
address various lease-related backlogs. Services will be enhanced with a new online
permitting system and the creation of a vendor portal that will allow landlords and
County staff (including select departmental staff) the ability to communicate with each
other to resolve site issues and/or track payments. Automating annual lessor CPI
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adjustments will increase revenue. However, any staff-related savings will not be
known until the system is fully functioning.
5. (300 words) How does this proposal extend, amplify, or complement existing crossCounty best and shared practices (including, if applicable, technology or
sustainability practices); describe the proposed solution in terms of its innovative use
of technologies to achieve desired business outcomes, and/or Department strategic
goals and objectives?
All County leased and owned assets should be maintained within the same system to
allow for streamlining of costs, operational efficiencies, and separation of duties.
Sharing the same enterprise platform across multiple departments allows the County to
leverage economies of scale to reduce costs associated with acquisition, licensing, and
training.
CEO Real Estate and DBH, have an immediate need to acquire a comprehensive real
estate system due to an issue where a former employee circumvented controls to
commit fraud. The vendor is a market leader in this industry. The SaaS solution
requires the vendor to purchase, maintain and replace the equipment necessary for
hosting the platform and eliminating the cost of system and security upgrades.
6. (150 words) Is the proposal a pilot project? If so, what are the conditions for further
expansion or development?
No, this is not a pilot project. Vendor’s SaaS solution will enhance and streamline
processes and provide departments access to manage their real estate portfolios.
7. (300 words) Toward which current County objectives will this project maximize and
leverage resources and/or drive innovation and operational effectiveness. What
current County processes or functions will be eliminated or streamlined via
productivity enhancements and/or quality improvements?
CEO Real Estate and DBH employ different real estate process with some overlapping
functions while the Auditor-Controller uses a series of Microsoft Access databases to
help facilitate payments for the CEO.
LACREMS will improve the ability to manage leases and other real estate functions as it
includes enhanced space tracking capabilities, increased transparency as all
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departments will have access to view, analyze and create reports on their space. It will
also automate some notifications, calculations, and transaction posts to eCAPS.
8. (300 words) Does this proposal relate to a specific Countywide Strategic Plan goal?
If yes, please explain.
Yes, the system and services provided under the proposed agreement support the
County's Strategic Plan Goal III - Realize Tomorrow's Government Today, by providing
vital real estate management services through an independent contractor to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of Countywide owned and leased property management
activities
9. (150 words) Does this proposal enhance the County image and/or improve
relationships with the County’s constituents? Please explain.
Yes, LACREMS will be used by all County departments to access their building
inventory, including the ability to run reports and project costs, and use the vendor
portal to communicate with the CEO and landlords to address lease-related issues and
track payments. The solution includes enhanced tracking of County-owned and leased
space, integrated contract and payment documents within a single system, dashboards
of various workflow processes, automatic lessor and lessee notifications of important
dates, automated real estate processes, and a direct interface with eCAPS. The single
integrated system will increase efficiency and transparency, improve decision making
and reporting, and act as a central financial repository for all lease data.
10. (150 words) How might this proposal promote interdepartmental cooperation
including, if applicable, data sharing and program design?
The system, used by all departments, integrates real estate processes into a single
enterprise-level system and facilitates the sharing of information and workflows.
Departments will have access to their lease inventory, including the ability to run reports
and project costs. Departments will also use the vendor portal to communicate with the
CEO and landlords to address lease-related issues. Landlords will use the landlord
portal to communicate with the CEO and submit and track invoices. The single system
will increase transparency and provide departments, including the CEO, the ability to
better analyze and strategize about their portfolios.
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11. (150 words) Where did the original idea for this project come from?
The CEO was notified of a Real Estate Fraud in 2016. Subsequent reviews indicate a
prior employee colluded with third parties to take advantage of the disparate real estate
systems/processes to circumvent controls and direct business to a group.
The resulting fraud emphasized the need for internal changes as well as the need for a
comprehensive property management / accounting system with increased security
and internal controls.
12. When will the funds be needed? Please indicate the amount needed by fiscal year
and quarter:
2020-21

2021-22

1st Quarter $

0

1st Quarter $

0___

2nd Quarter $

0

2nd Quarter $__

0___

3rd Quarter $

0___

3rd Quarter $

0___

4th Quarter $

0

4th Quarter $

0___

2022-23

2023-24

1st Quarter $

149,200_

1st Quarter $

0__

2nd Quarter $

600,800

2nd Quarter $

0__

3rd Quarter $ __ 0____

3rd Quarter $

0__

4th Quarter $

4th Quarter $

0__

0____

LINE ITEM BUDGET DETAIL
(Work with your Budget Analyst)
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Services and Supplies
List all services and supplies here
(a) Software as a Service (SaaS) for an advanced

$0

real estate system
(b) Implementation Support

$750,000

(c) Training

$ 0

Other Charges
List all other charges here
Fixed Assets
List all equipments and other fixed assets here
(c) Total fixed assets
TOTAL COSTS (a+b+c)

$0
$750,000
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2021 ANNUAL REPORTS
Department

Project #

Project Name

Returning
Funds

22.4

Board of Supervisors - EO

Enhancing Knowledge of the CPOE Complaint Process

N

19.25

Chief Executive Office

Homeless Initiative Technology Innovation

N

20.12

Heart Heroes on Patrol

N

21.5

Fire
Fire

Emergency Medical Dispatch Software

N

21.6

Fire

Video Translation Application

N

21.4

Health Services

Capacity Building Support for Reentry Intensive Case Mgmt. System

N

18.18

Human Resources

Remote Proctored Written Test

N

18.19

Human Resources

Hiring Process Innovation

N

20.23

Human Resources

Bias Mitigation Strategies for Emergency Responders

N

21.9

LA County Library

Volunteer Expansion & Management (VEM) Program

N

17.7

Medical Examiner-Coroner

Virtual Autopsy Program

N

20.17

Medical Examiner-Coroner

Modernizing the DMEC Laboratory Information Systems

N

22.1

Medical Examiner-Coroner

N

18.9

Natural History Museum

Genetic Genealogy Program
Creating a Museum of, for, and with LA: Strategic Audience
Research

20.18

Natural History Museum

Customer Relationship Management Solution

N

(formerly
19.1)

Natural History Museum

A Mobile-Forward Website Transformation

N

21.13

Natural History Museum

Customer Relationship Management Solution: Phase II

N

20.4

Parks and Recreation

Mobile Recreation: Play for All

N

20.13

Parks and Recreation

Sowing the Seeds for Success: Business Enterprise Enhancements

N

21.7

Parks and Recreation

Regional Parks Automated Vehicle Entry Collection System

N

21.10

Public Defender

Building Capacity for Justice & Social Services

N

N

20.24

22.2

Public Defender

Taking Care of CARE 2.0

N

19.14

Public Health

LACO City and Community Health Profiles Data Dissemination Project

N

20.3

Public Health

Exide Area Lead Paint Remediation Evaluation

N

20.14

Public Health

Optimizing the Planning and Management of LA County's Urban Forest

N

20.11

Public Health

Reducing Food Waste and Advancing Food Recovery

N

21.12

Public Health

Electronic Plan Check System

N

21.11

Public Social Services

Economic Mobility

N

21.1

Regional Planning

Drones for Planning: A Higher Standard

N

20.7

Sheriff

Pitchess Detention Center-Laundry Water Recycling

N

19.18

WDACS

LACO Anti-Hate Campaign-Protecting Vulnerable Communities

N

21.8

WDACS

Addressing Bias & Hate Using Art Justice & Cultural Strategies

N

2021 FINAL REPORTS
18.6

Agricultural Commission

LACO Coyote Hazing Research Project

N

19.19

Children and Family Services

Time2Connect: A Scheduling Tool for Family Bonding

N

19.4

District Attorney

Automate the Processing of Notices of Intent to Destroy Exhibits
on the Exhibits Project Using Robotic Process Automation

N
$1,150,000
Did not take
out Loan

20.21

Health Services

Emergency Response to COVID 19

20.1

Human Resources

County Training Modernization Project

N

19.21

Internal Services

N

20.13

Parks and Recreation

Countywide Address Management System (CAMS)
Sowing the Seeds for Success: Business Enterprise Enhancement
at South Coast Botanic Garden

15.4

Public Health

Video Directly Observed Therapy

N

20.22

Public Health

Community Participatory COVID-19 Symptom Monitoring

N

N

PROJECTS RECENTLY APPROVED
(No Annual or Final Report Required)
Love at First Sight-Photo and Video Enhancements at Animal Care
Centers
DACC Live Interactive Chatbot

N

22.5

Animal Care and Control

22.6

Animal Care and Control

22.7

Fire

Emergency Wildfire Augmentation Optimization Model Software

N

22.8

Medical Examiner-Coroner

Workstations on Wheels (WOW) for Enhancement of Autopsy Service

N

N

